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 وستخلصال

انًستخذيت فٙ نغت  كبٛشا  يٍ الإستعاساث انًفاًْٛٛت ا  تًتهك نٓجت انُاصشٚت عذد

انُباتٛت )ٔتعُٙ انحٛاة انٕٛيٛت. تسهظ انذساست انضٕء عهٗ الإستعاساث 

ٔعهٗ الإستعاساث انًفاًْٛٛت انتٙ ٚكٌٕ فٛٓا يفٕٓو انُباث ْٕ يجال انٓذف( 

 ت تهك الإستعاساث نتٕجّٛ إَتباِ يتهقٛٓىانًذٖ انز٘ ٚستخذو فّٛ يتكهًٕ انُاصشٚ

عبش عُٓا بانًفٕٓو انُباتٙ يٍ أجم ادساكٓا ختهفت ٚ  لإيٕس يعُٛت. ُْانك يفاْٛى ي

تختص انذساست بتحهٛم تهك الإستعاساث انًتضًُت نًفاْٛى انُباتاث  بشكم افضم.

ٔٔجٕدٚت. ٚعتًذ  ٔ إتجاْٛت كَٕٓا يجالاث انٓذف. تكٌٕ تهك الإستعاساث بُٕٛٚت

اْا نٛكٕف تحهٛم انحقائق ٔتفسٛشْا عهٗ َظشٚت الإستعاسة انًفاًْٛٛت انتٙ تبُ  

   (1980). ٔجَٕسٌٕ

انكهًاث انًفتاحٛت: إستعاساث يفاًْٛٛت ٔيجال انٓذف ٔيجال انًستٓذف 

 ٔإستعاساث َباتٛت.

 

Abstract 

     Nassiriya dialect has a large number of conceptual 

metaphors used in everyday language. This study sheds light 

on the plant metaphors (i.e. the conceptual metaphors in 

which the concept of plant is the source domain), and to what 

extent Nassiriya speakers use these metaphors to guide their 

listeners‟ attentions to particular points. There are various 

concepts expressed using the concept of plant to be more 

conceived. Here is a real concern with analyzing these 

metaphors, including the concepts of plants employed as 
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source domains. These metaphors are structural, orientational 

or ontological. Depending on the Conceptual Metaphor 

Theory adopted by Lakoff and Johnson (1980), the data are 

analyzed and interpreted accordingly.                                    
 

Key Words: conceptual metaphors, source domain, target 

domain and plant metaphors 
 

1. Introduction 

     Innes (2003) asserts that the classical theory of metaphor 

depends on two notions: similarity and substitution in that 

metaphor is a mode of expressions; it does not change the 

essential meaning, but it substitutes one expression with 

another in order to establish a comparison between two 

things that are conceived alike. This view is in contrast to the 

modern theory of metaphor that deals with language and 

thought as indissoluble, and the use of metaphor brings an 

interaction and change of significance in the expressions 

used to express metaphor.                                                    

     Lakoff and Johnson (1980) assert that there are particular 

metaphors which are deeply established in every human 

thought, so they call these metaphors as metaphors we live 

by or conceptual metaphors. According to CMT, the source 

domain is employed to understand the more abstract (the 

target domain). The source domains commonly occur in the 
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everyday life. Our ordinary everyday language mostly turns 

out to be figurative in nature. The examples "Things are 

going smoothly in the operating theatre", "He was in a state 

of shock after the election result", and "The economy is 

going from bad to worse", represent the ordinary and 

everyday ways of talking about events, such as emotional or 

psychological states, operations and changes in the economy. 

In the given examples, each sentence employs language that 

is related to motion, physical or change in location to 

describe the nonphysical entities (Evans and Green, 2006: 

289).                                                                                     

     The study aims to investigate the socio-cognitive 

linguistic phenomenon which includes how the figurative 

device is used in Nassiriya Iraqi Arabic to conceptualize the 

concepts that are associated with the human experiences 

concerning the concept of plant. The Conceptual Metaphor 

Theory is adopted here as the analytical framework. This 

study is concerned with analyzing the plant conceptual 

metaphors in terms of their source and target domains. It 

explains how the expressions of this metaphor are analyzed 

depending on their metaphorical mappings. This 

investigation enables to understand how people use 

metaphorical expressions to organize their thoughts. Here are 
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examples in Nassiriya Iraqi Arabic to explicate the role these 

expressions play in our everyday language. These 

expressions add some additional aspects to the meaning of 

words or sentences.                                                              

2. Developments of Metaphor Research                              

     Traditionally speaking, metaphor is a special form of 

language called a figure of speech, particularly in poetry. 

Therefore, for many years, the theoretical perspective was 

the main interest of most studies on metaphor (Zheng, 2017). 

In the last forty years, this classical definition, as inherited 

from the rhetoricians, has lost its canonical status. Nowadays, 

there is general agreement that the account of metaphor 

(which makes it only an ornament to language) cannot 

clearly hold up to realities of the metaphorical usage. 

Metaphor is not merely a form of deviation in language 

usage that is the interest of literature, but it is also, at the 

heart of thinking, associated with language use in all its 

various aspects. The classical account of metaphor is now 

considered to be implausible and limited because it relates to 

the traditional view that is primarily based on a limited range 

of the ancient rhetorical handbooks and texts (Boys-stones, 

2003).                                                                                   
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2.1 Traditional View 

     For more than 2000 years, metaphor was studied within 

rhetoric that was first established in ancient Greece focusing 

on the way of how to persuade others of a particular 

viewpoint by using variant rhetorical devices. Rhetoricians 

called these devices 'tropes', and metaphor was the most 

important device to be called the master trope. Accordingly, 

metaphor is characterized by the schematic form: A is B, 

e.g., “Achilles is a lion”. Since the time of Aristotle, 

metaphor has been recognized as an implicit comparison. It 

is different from simile which depends on explicit 

comparison by using „as‟ or „like‟, for example, Achilles is 

as brave as a lion, or Achilles is brave, like a lion (Evans and 

Green, 2006: 290).                                                                 

     From ancient times in the West, metaphor, analogy and 

imagination have been thought to be significant aspects of 

the way used to deal with the nature and role of language in 

the philosophical, rhetorical, and artistic discourse, but 

unfortunately there is no unified traditional Western theory 

of metaphor or of language as a whole. According to Plato, 

poets are merely imitators since they have no direct or real 

knowledge of what they imitate. They work with shadow and 
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reflection and not with idea, form or essence. The formal 

platonic notions (essence, idea and form) are important keys 

for explaining Plato's understanding of metaphor. They 

produce imitation of reality where Plato affirms that reality 

must be distinguished from imitation. Thus, he asserts that 

metaphor should be associated with only reality (Howe, 

2006).                                                                                   

     Another figure in the Ancient times in the West is 

Aristotle who sees metaphor as it has an intuitive perception 

of similarities in dissimilarities. It gives the thing a name that 

is associated with something else (Dorst, 2011). In the 

traditional theories of language, metaphors had not been used 

in the usual everyday sense, but they were considered to be a 

matter of only language and not thought (Lakoff, 1993). 

2.2 Recent View 

     The classical concept of metaphor has recently changed to 

a modern one that deals with the essence of metaphor as a 

universal cognitive mechanism (Kiseleva and Trofimova, 

2017). Grady (2007) asserts that conceptual metaphor plays 

an important role as a central topic in cognitive linguistics 

because both fields were born and the term was coined in the 

1970s. The importance of metaphor studies within this 

discipline is considered a reflection of the nature of cognitive 
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linguistics as it is understood by its practitioners. Generally 

speaking, cognitive linguistics shows how the features of 

language reflect aspects of human cognition, and metaphor 

provides one of plainest illustrations of this relationship.  

     Barcelona (2003) asserts that cognitive linguistics deals 

with metaphor as a conventional mental mechanism that 

should not be confused with its linguistic expression. Lakoff 

and Johnson (1980, 3,5) show that "metaphor is for most 

people a device of the poetic imagination and the rhetorical 

flourish – a matter of extraordinary rather than ordinary 

language." Furthermore, most people typically view 

metaphor as a feature of language alone (i.e. it is merely a 

matter of forming words to express thought or action). 

Therefore, they think that they are able to get along very well 

without using metaphor. This view is contrary to Lakoff and 

Johnson's view in that they identify metaphor as a pervasive 

concept in our everyday life. They describe the essence of 

metaphor as a way of understanding and experiencing a 

particular thing in terms of another. It is not associated only 

with language, but also with thought and action. In terms of 

thinking and acting, our ordinary conceptual system is 

principally metaphorical in nature.                                       

2.3 Conceptual Metaphor Theory  
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     The book "Metaphors We Live By" influences the way 

linguists think about metaphor for two reasons. First, Lakoff 

and Johnson notice that metaphorical language is related to 

an understanding metaphor system that is 'system of 

metaphor'. They observed that we cannot haphazardly choose 

any conceptual domain to describe relationships like 

marriage. Second, the conceptual metaphors are based on the 

nature of everyday interaction with the world around us (i.e. 

conceptual metaphor depends on the experiential basis) 

(Evans and Green, 2006).                                                      

     Lakoff and Johnson (1980) explain the idea of the 

structural metaphor as the way of how one concept is 

metaphorically structured in terms of another. Hurford et al. 

(2007) assert that the structural metaphor refers to abstract 

metaphorical system used to structure a totally complex 

(typically abstract) and mental concept to some other concept 

that is usually more concrete. Such metaphors typically 

involve multiple individual linguistic expressions evoking a 

particular aspect of the metaphor and contrasting the more 

restricted frozen metaphors that usually exist in just one 

expression. Generally speaking, source domains provide the 

target domains with frameworks determining the ways by 

which we think and talk about entities and activities that are 
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referred to by the target domains and even the ways by which 

we behave or achieve activities like the case of argument.  

     In an attempt to expound the nature of the conceptual 

metaphor, Lakoff and Johnson (1980) suggest the use of the 

concept 'argument' in the conceptual metaphor 'argument is 

war' in order to explicate the idea of how a concept is used in 

a metaphorical sense and how such a concept to structure an 

everyday activity. Such conceptual metaphor is reflected by a 

wide variety of expressions of our everyday language use 

like the following examples (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980: 4):  
 

ARGUMENT IS WAR 

Your claims are indefensible.  

He attacked every weak point in my argument. His criticisms 

were right on target.  

I demolished his argument.  

I've never won an argument with him.  

You disagree? Okay, shoot!  

If you use that strategy, he'll wipe you out.  

He shot down all of my arguments.  

     In addition to the structural metaphor, there is another 

kind of conceptual metaphor that is the orientational 

metaphor. This type of metaphor does not structure one 

concept in terms of another, but it organizes a total system of 
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concepts with respect to one another. It reflects the various 

spatial concepts depending on the human physical experience 

with the orientation of space, such as up-down, in-out, front-

back, on-off, deep-shallow and central-peripheral. Such 

special orientations come from the fact that we have bodies 

functioning in our physical environment. The orientational 

metaphor gives the concept a spatial orientation like happy is 

up. The concept happy, that is oriented up, leads to particular 

English expressions, e.g., I am feeling up today. In other 

words, such spatial orientations depend on the nature of the 

human body and the way of how the human body operates in 

the existent physical environment (Lakoff and Johnson, 

1980).                                                                                    

     Lakoff and Johnson (1980) differentiate between 

orientational and ontological metaphor in that the special 

orientations, such as up-down, front-back, on-off, center-

periphery, and near-far can be a crucial factor of 

understanding concepts in terms of orientational views, but 

this merely helps one orientationally. On the other hand, our 

experience of physical objects and substances is a crucial 

factor of understanding of the most abstract entities in that 

we can understand these entities depending on our 

experience of the most discrete objects or substances. This 
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metaphor enables us to use abstract units from our internal 

experience and manipulate them as physical things. Lakoff 

and Johnson (1980: 25) show how the ontological metaphor 

works in that "once we can identify our experiences as 

entities or substances, we can refer to them, categorize them, 

group them, and quantify them – and, by this means, reason 

about them".                                                                          

2.5 Metaphor, Thought and Culture                                    

     It is very important to observe the way of how to talk 

about abstract or non-observable things, such as thoughts, 

emotions, time, social relations, interactions, etc. There is 

only one way to perceive such things that is to associate them 

with the concrete things, and these processes of viewing 

abstract things are recognized as metaphors. Thus, language 

is fundamentally metaphorical because we use thousands of 

expressions depending on the physically concrete entities for 

expressing high-level abstractions. For example, "She 

covered herself with glory", we can conceptualize this as the 

way one covers herself with a coat (Rudzka-Ostyn, 2003: 6-

7). Moreover, Evans (2007) emphasizes the main premise of 

the theory of Conceptual Metaphor that metaphor is not 

merely a matter of language, but also of thought, and the 

human thought itself basically has a metaphorical nature.  
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     The relation between language and thought attracts our 

attention to the sources of thoughts in that they are derived 

from two sources-memory and inference. Concepts may be 

either found in our memory as categories employed in the 

process of thinking or may be innovated as new categories 

that could be stored in our memory to be used next. 

Similarly, propositions may be remembered because they are 

already stored in our memory, or inferred (something takes 

place or occurs in a particular situation). In other words, a 

proposition may either refer to something we already know 

or something we newly find out that is likely added to our 

memory to be there as knowledge next time (Hudson, 1996). 

     It is worth observing that language influences thought 

since much of our knowledge comes from reading and 

conversation. For example, nowadays, it is improbably that 

people know the fact that Caesar conquered Gaul or the 

doctrine of the original sin unless learning such things from 

others via language (Pinker, 2007). Talking about thoughts 

and how thoughts affect the way we convey the reality, Yule 

(2010) shows that the differences existed in our language use 

are dealt as plain evidence of the variant ways we use to talk 

about the external reality. This can obviously be exhibited in 

terms linguistic relativity and linguistic determinism. 
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According to the linguistic relativity, the structure of 

language and its predetermined categories impact on the way 

we perceive the world. This is associated with Sapir-Whorf 

Hypothesis. In fact, we not merely talk, but also think about 

the world in which we live employing categories of our 

language. Our first language plays a definite role in forming 

'habitual thought' that refers to the way by which we think 

about things around us as go about our everyday lives with 

no knowledge of how we think.                                                 

3. Methodology and Data Collecting                                      

     The Conceptual Metaphor Theory adopted by Lakoff and 

Johnson (1980) is employed to analyze and interpret the data 

collected. In this study, the informants are combined to 

unconsciously talk about topics implying abstract concepts 

used in plant metaphors.  The technique adopted here 

depends on three ways. The first way is making 

conversations with some people who live in Nassiriya City, 

asking them to talk about particular topics or involving them 

in real situations. The second way is calling some of 

Nassiriya residents, starting conversations with them 

concerning different topics. The last way is collecting data 

from the various social media, such as facebook, telegram, 
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whatsup and viper. These data are written down while talking 

with other people.                                                                    

     Most topics of conversation invoked in during collecting 

data are concerned with the situation of the security in Iraq 

and the speakers' ambitions, desires, jobs and housing. Most 

people in Iraq suffer from these issues; therefore, most of 

them can talk continuously and spontaneously about such 

subjects for hours, which makes it appropriate to do some 

long interviews. The data collected are metaphorical 

expressions of the plant metaphors used in Nassiriya Iraqi 

Arabic. They are collected in different situations to include a 

large number of various concepts.                                        

4. Discussion and Explanation                                               

     This section focuses the way of analyzing the collected 

data depending on Lakoff and Johnson‟ Conceptual 

Metaphor Theory. The concept of plant is used in the 

conceptual metaphor, employing the three types which are: 

structural, orientational and ontological. In all these 

metaphors, this concept is used as a source domain.            

4.1 Plant Structural Metaphors                                             

     This section investigates of how one concept is structured 

in terms of another. In other words, it deals with the 

structural metaphors employed in Nassiriya Iraqi Arabic. The 
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concept of plant is used to express different concepts like the 

concept of child in the conceptual metaphor “CHILD IS 

PLANT”. This metaphor is structural that uses the seeds as 

kids. In Nassiriya, expressions of this metaphor are “ بضس

 is بضس .(my seeds) ”بضس٘“ and (seeds of my abdomen) ”بطُٙ

used here to refer to children because both of the بضس and kid 

have the same situation of being at the beginning of their life 

cycle. Here is a metaphorical structuring from the concept of 

plant into the concept of human children. Another structural 

metaphor is “ILLNESS IS PLANT” that has their examples 

in Nassiriya: “ربلاٌ ٔجٓك” (your face withers) and “ٌشبٛك ربلا” 

(why are you withered?). The speaker refers to people who 

seem sick as plants which are withered.                                    

     The concept of beauty also expresses using the concept of 

plant in that Nassiriya residents deal with certain flowers and 

some kinds of fruit as the most beautiful plants employed to 

express the most beautiful females or handsome males. This 

idea is expressed in the structural metaphor of “BEAUTY IS 

PLANT” as in: “ةٔسد” (rose), “٘ٔسد جٕس” (Damask rose), 

 ,(morning rose) ”ٔسد انصباح“ ,(flowering rose) ”يفتحّ ةٔسد“

 her) ”خذٔدْا جٍُٓ كشص“ ,(apple) ”تفاحّ“ ,(orange) ”تبشتقان“

cheeks seem as cherries) and “تخٕخ” (peach). In addition, the 

branch of the plant is also used to express the concept of 
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beauty as in the expression of “ٌغصٍ انبا” (a branch of 

moringa).                                                                                

     The structural metaphor of “HEIGHT IS PLANT” 

expresses the idea of being long. Some people are referred to 

as palms because this type of trees is so long. The 

metaphorical expressions most commonly shared in 

Nassiriya are “تَخه” (palm) and “ انطٕل طٕل انُخهت ٔانعقم عقم

 his length is like a palm-tree, and his mind is like a) ”انصخهت

goat) which explain that the person has a height that is a 

feature of the palm trees. Scent is also referred to as a plant 

as in the structural metaphor of “SCENT IS ANIMAL” in 

which the speaker expresses the idea of scent by suing the 

concept of plant. This metaphor has some common 

expressions like “ياكم ثٕو” (he ate garlic) and “ياكم بصم” (he 

ate onion). The speaker uses the bad smell of these two 

plants (garlic and onion) to express the concept of bad smell 

emitted from others, usually from their mouths.                      

     The concept of appropriateness is employed in the plant 

metaphors as in the structural metaphor of 

“APPROPRIATENESS IS PLANT” and its expression 

 In Iraq, tomatoes are used in most types of .(tomato) ”تطًاط“

cooking, so that it is always found with the daily meals. The 

structural metaphor of “UGLINESS IS PLANT” explicates 
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how to express the concept of ugliness using the concept of 

plant. Expressions of this metaphor are “َتبٛزَجا” (eggplant) 

and “جُّ ساط بصم” (he looks like a head of onion). In Iraq, 

these two kinds of vegetables refer to the concept of ugliness 

since they have either bad shape or bad scent.                          

     The metaphor of “BUSINESS IS PLANT” is structural, 

having the expression of “ْزا فشع نششكتٓى” (this is a branch of 

their company) and has generally been shared. The concept 

of branch is used when the primary company has another 

building having the same business. Another concept 

concerning with the concept of plant is „شصسع انشع‟ that occurs 

in the conceptual metaphor of “HAIR IS PLANT” which has 

some expressions commonly shared in Nassiriya: “ِصسع شعش” 

(he transplanted his hair), “ّصسع شاسب” (he transplanted his 

moustache) and “ّصسع نحٛت” (he transplanted his beard). This 

structural metaphor is concerned with conceiving the way of 

fixing hair by surgical techniques as experiencing the way of 

planting in the ground. The concept of plant also makes use 

of understanding the way of growing the hair in the human 

body as in the expressions shared in Nassiriya: “ثخضش 

 that literally mean ”خضش شعش ساسّ“ and ”خضشث شٕاسبّ“ ,”نحٛتك

„your beard turned green‟, „your moustache turned green‟ 

and „your hair turned green‟ respectively. In these 
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expressions, the feature of being green implies the feature of 

growing.                                                                                 

     There is a process concerning with the concept of plant, 

this process occurs in the structural metaphor of 

“ADULTHOOD IS PLANT”. In this metaphor, there is 

reference to human beings who have logical mentality and 

reasonable behaviour. Expressions of this metaphor are: 

عقهّ “ and (he is still unripe) ”بعذِ ياَاضج“ ,(he is ripe) ”َضج“

 These expressions include the .(his mind is not ripe) ”ياَاضج

situation in which the human being has the same structure as 

the plants in that he is not adult as the plants that are not ripe 

because they are still growing.                                                

4.2 Plant Orientational Metaphors                                        

     The concept of plant as an orientational metaphor is not 

commonly employed in Nassiriya dialect in that there is just 

a handful number of the plant metaphors used in this 

community. One of the conceptual metaphors most 

commonly used is “PLANT IS UP”. This metaphor has 

certain expressions like “صعذ انًتسهق” (the vine went up) and 

 These expressions refer to .(the grass has elevated) ”عهّ انثٛم“

the way the plants go up like human beings going upstairs or 

climbing on a mountain or something alike.                            

4.3 Plant Ontological Metaphors                                          
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     In Nassiriya Iraqi Arabic, ontological metaphors are 

shared more than orientational metaphors. The idea of being 

good is expressed by the ontological metaphor of “GOOD IS 

PLANT”- doing good things is dealt with as the process of 

implanting plants, as in the expressions of “إصسع خٛش تهكّ خٛش” 

(plant good to find good) and “بٙ بزسة خٛش” (he has a seed of 

goodness). In the first expression, the speaker tells that the 

person, who does good things, will be rewarded while the 

second expression refers to a person who is good and likes 

others.                                                                                     

     The idea of waiting is exhibited using the concept of 

implanting that is concerned with the concept of plant as in 

the ontological metaphor of “WAITING IS PLANT” as in 

 Here is an idea of making .(you implanted me) ”شتهتُٙ“

someone wait without doing anything like the plant that is 

implanted waiting for the farmer to take care of it in a silent 

way. The concept of love is also expressed using the concept 

of plant as in the ontological metaphor of “LOVE IS 

PLANT” as in “ٙحبُّ إَضسع بكهب” (our love is implanted in my 

heart). Here is an idea of dealing with love as a plant 

implanted in the heart and is watered depending on the blood. 

There is a description of how this love is invaluable.  
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     The abstract concept evil has been understood by various 

concepts - one of these concepts is the concept of the seed as 

in the ontological metaphor of “EVIL IS PLANT” that has 

some expressions shared in Nassiriya, such as “بٙ بزسة شش” 

(he has a seed of evil) which includes that the person does 

not usually do anything good and does not like others. The 

ontological metaphor of “SOLUTION IS PLANT” uses the 

concept of plant to understand how to solve the problem 

totally. One of the expressions used with this metaphor is “ حم

 There are .(solve the problem from its roots) ”يٍ جزٔسْا تانًشكه

other concepts that can be understood by the concept of plant 

like the way of speaking to others as in the ontological 

metaphor of “OBSCENITY IS PLANT” and its expression 

 that means „his tongue is hay‟. This metaphor ”نساَّ تبٍ“

shows how the person has very bad style.                                

4. Concluding Remarks                                                    

     Depending on the Conceptual Metaphor Theory by Lakoff 

and Johnson (1980), the data are analyzed in terms of source 

and target domains.  According to the data analyzed, 

Nassiriya Iraqi Arabic has a variety of conceptual metaphors 

in which the source domains are the concepts of plants while 

the target domains are different concepts used in our daily 

life. This study investigates how the concept of plant is 
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employed in the three kinds of the conceptual metaphor 

which are structural, orientational and ontological.                 

     The use of the orientational metaphors is less than the 

other two kinds of the conceptual metaphors. The plant 

metaphors are used to express some contradictory concepts 

like the concept of beauty (such as the expression of “ةدٔس”) 

versus ugliness (as in “َتبٛزَجا”) and the concept of kid (as in 

 .(”َضج“ as in) versus the concept of adultness (”بضس بطُٙ“
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